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The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the urgency of academic paper in the preparation of the Draft Regulation and analyze regional academic papers necessary to support the establishment of local regulations that either.

This thesis approaches the normative juridical (legal research) which is the study of documents, by using secondary data sources are in the form of peraturah-regulation, legislation, legal theories and opinions of the leading legal scholars.

The results of research and discussion showed that urgency to academic paper academic papers in support of good laws is needed as a reference and basis for the designer as well as limitations and lawmakers in forming a good local regulations. Formulated as an academic paper manuscript is scientifically the concept that contains background, goals, objectives to be achieved and the scope, range, object or direction penagturan draft legislation. The existence of an academic paper is compulsory and has a value that is very important and strategic in the formation of legislation which is good, because it begins with the preparation of the manuscript Academic research values that exist in the community, so it is probable legislation made under Manuscript will be accepted by the academic community (and responsive).
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